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The purpose of this paper is to topologically characterize the surfaces of 
constant momentum, angular momentum, and energy occuring in the 
planar 3-body problem. For most values of these parameters the integral 
surfaces are manifolds. We have assumed for simplicity that the three bodies 
have equal masses. Independently, Stephen Smale [l] has recently charac- 
terized the integral surfaces occuring in the planar n-body problem for 
arbitrary masses using different methods. 
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Three particles of mass m, , m2 , and ma , respectively, move in the plane 
under the influence of their mutual gravitational attraction. Let q1 = (xi , x2), 
q2 = (xs , x4) and q3 = (x5 , x6) denote the positions of the particles and let 
rij(x) -2 j qi - qi / denote the distance between the i-th and the j-th mass. 
Let p, = (yl , y2), pa = (yB , y4), and pa = (y,, , ys) denote the momenta 
of the three particles. Thus, the state of the system is specified by a point 
(x, y) E R6 x R6. Let K = (x E R6 : rij(x) = 0 for some ij>, and let the 
gravitational constant G = 1. Then the equations of motion can be formulated 
as a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H : (R6 - K) x R6 --f Rx 
defined by 
H(x, y) = ; i L / p, I2 - U(x), 
K=I mK 
where 
U(X) = 1 ??tj??Zjrij’(X). 
i>j 
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The equations of motion arc 
k,y = ;; f/(x, y), j, -~: ;I;- H(x, y). 
x 
The well-known integrals of these equations are the integrals of linear 
momentum, angular momentum and energy and our goal is to describe the 
surfaces of constant momentum, angular momentum and energy. Without 
loss of generality we will assume that the linear momentum is zero 
(&pK = 0) and that the center of mass of the system is located at the 
origin of R2(C;=r m,q, = 0). We will also assume for simplicity of com- 
putation that m, = m2 -_- m3 -= 1, although the techniques we develop 
here also apply to the general case. 
2. SURFACES OF CONSTANT ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
The integral of angular momentum J : R6 x RR” - R1 is defined by 
J(% Y) = hY2 - “eY1) + h3Y.r - %Y3) t @5Y6 - %Y5). 
The surface of constant angular momentum w (and zero linear momentum) 
is denoted by M’(w). Let 
-4, = (l,O, l,O, 1, O), 
A, =: (0, I, 0, I, 0, l), 
A&) = (-x* , x1 , -x4 ) x3, -x6, x5), 
A(x) = co&% , A, , A3(4). 
Define 
M’(W) = {(x, y) E R6 x R6 : 1 x / # Oj A, x == A, . x -= 0, 
and A,(X) . y  == W, A, y  = A, . y  = 01. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. M7(w) is dz@omorphic to S3 x R4. 
Proof. Define p : W(W) ---f S5 by p(x, y) = .V 1 x 1 ml, and let S3 == 
p(MT(w)) = {u E As5 : A, . u =z A, . u = 01. Clearly, S3 is diffeomorphic to 
Sa. If  u E S3, then p-r(u) =-z ((x, y) : .r: I x I--r = u, 1 x 1 A(u) y  = Q} where 
Q == col(0, 0, w). The matrix i4(~) has rank 3 for each u E S3 and therefore 
(y: ( x I A(u)y =: Q} is a 3-plane in R6. Hence p-r(u) is diffeomorphic to 
Rl x R3. The map p is locally trivial and thus M’(w) is a smooth 4-plane 
fibre bundle over Sa. However, every 4-plane bundle over S3 is trivial and 
hence M’(W) is diffeomorphic to S3 x R”. 
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3. SURFACES OF CONSTANT ENERGY 
The total energy of the three bodies is represented by the Hamiltonian 
function H. Define 
Lwyh, w) = ((x, y) E M’(W) : W(x, y) = 12). 
Let v  : AP(h, w) + ??3 be the restriction of p to M”(h, w) and let &13(/z, UJ) = 
npP(h, w)). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u E $. Then u E M3(h, w) ifand only if U’(u) + 2hw2 3 0. 
Proof. Suppose u = rr(x, y), where (x, y) E IW(h, w). Then since 
H(x,y) = h, we have 
/ y j2 = 2h + 2U(x). 
Since (3, y) E M’(W) we must have A(x)y = Q. We also have 1 y  j2 3 
w2 j x /ez since the minimum of 1 y  I2 on the set Y = {v : A(x) v  = 52) is 
w2 1 x j-2. Since U(X) = [ x 1-r U(U), we obtain the inequality 
2h 1 x I2 + 2U(u) 1 x I - w2 > 0. 
In order for this inequality to hold we must have U2(u) + 2hw2 > 0. 
On the other hand, if l.J2(u) + 2hw2 > 0, then there exists A > 0 such 
that 
2hh2 + 2U(u) X - w2 3 0. 
For x = Au, the set of y  satisfying the equations A(x) y  = J2 and j y  ja = 
2h + 2U(x) is nonempty. Thus, if x = Au and if y  satisfies these equations, 
then (x, y) E kW(h, w) and V(X, y) = u. This completes the proof. 
Let S2 = {s = (sr , s2 , s3) : st2 + ~22 + s32 = 1) and define P : g3 -+ S2 
by 
w4 = l/~~(~l2(~)~ YlS(U)T y23bb 
P is well defined since for each u E 33, rf2(u) + rf3(u) +- ri3(u) = 3. 
Define M2(h, w) = P(M3(h, w)). Each point s E M2(h, w) specifies a possible 
shape of the triangle formed by three bodies having energy h and angular 
momentum W. Define V: S2 + R1 by V(s) = l/q/3($ -+ s;-’ + s;r). 
Thus, if (x, y) E v-l . P-‘(s), then U(X) = j x I-‘V(s). It is easily verified 
that kP(h, W) is equal to the set of s belonging to Sz such that 
(I) s1 >o,s,>o,s3>o, 
(2) h + s2 >, s3, Sl + $3 2 s2, s2 + s3 2 s1 , 
(3) P(s) + 2hw2 > 0. 
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The set of s E S* satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above is a triangle ‘C on S” 
minus its corners. The level lines I. .- constant appear on this tr-iuqk as 
pictured in Fig. 1 belol?-. 
FIGURE 1 
Here d -= 3-1/2(1, 1, I), a = 6-l/2(1, 2, I), 6 = 6-112(2, 1, I), and 
c = 6W2( 1, I, 2), and V(rl) L-2 q/3 and v(a) =I V(6) : V(c) == l/2 5 ~‘2. 
In describing M3(h, w), the following inequalities are important: 
(a) -2hw2 < V2(d); 
(b) F(d) < -2hw2 i V”(a); 
(cl V’(a) < -2hw2. 
Notation. T will denote the solid torus 02 x 9, aT will denote the 
boundary of T = 9 x S, and T - S1 will denote {D2 - 0} x 5”. The 
three sphere minus 3 circies and 2 solid tori which are pairwise linked and 
unknotted will be denoted by S3 - 3s’ - 2T. 
LEMMA 3.3. Consider the projection P: s3 -+ s”. I f  s E (C - iE), then 
P-‘(s) is topologically equivalent to the disjoint unio?r of two S’s. I f  s E X, 
then P-‘(s) is equivalent to Sl. 
Proof. Identify ti E s3 with the three points in the plane (ul , u,), (~a , u4), 
and (us , us). I f  u, ii~ g3 and P(U) -= P(U), then a rotation of the plane plus 
possibly a reflection takes the points (uI , u,), (us, u&, and (us , us) to the 
corresponding points (gl , c2), (g3, ~q), and (c& , $). I f  P(U) E aV then the 
points (ul , u2), h, I u4), and (I+, Us) lie on a straight line and a reflection is 
not needed to take u to E. Thus, if s E (V - aV), P-l(s) = S u S’ and if 
s G aV, then P-~(S) = S’. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. M3(h, u) is dzfleomorphic to S3 - 3S ;f inequality A 
holds, to S3 - 39 - 2(l’ - ?T) if inequality B holds, and to (T -- 9) v 
(T - &‘I) u (T - S1) if inequality C holds. 
Proof. Suppose inequality B is satisfied. Then M2(h, w) is equal to the 
triangle G minus its corners and minus an open disk containing the point d. 
Thus M3(h, w) = P-l(AW(h, w)) is equal to S3 minus the union of three 
S’s and two solid open tori. It is possible to verifv directly that these circles 
and tori are pairwise linked and unknotted. The other cases are treated 
similarly. 
We are now ready to classify the integral surfaces M6(h, W) for various 
values of h and W. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. W(h, 0) is dzjjfeomorphic to (S3 - 3S1) x (RI :x 9) ;f 
h >z 0 and to (S3 - 39) x R3 ;f h ( 0. 
Proof. Let E = {(u,h,c) : u E s3, h E R*,a E s3, A(u)v = O> and let 
p: E - g3 x R+ be the natural projection. Then E is a 2-sphere fibre bundle 
over s3 x Rr and hence is diffeomorphic to S3 y RI >< 5'2 (see Ref. 
[2, p. 1371). For h > 0 define 0~ : M6(h, 0) ---f E by 
0(X, y) == (X I X '-I, j X (, y y 1-l). 
a is clearly an imbedding and m(M6(h, 0)) = p-‘[(s3 - 3S1) x RT]. Hence 
W(h, 0) is diffeomorphic to (S3 - 39) :< RI x 9. 
Let E’ = {(u,y) E S3 :C R6 : A(u)y -= 0) and let P’ be the natural 
projection of E’ on S3. Then E’ is a 3-plane fibre bundle over S3 and hence 
is diffeomorphic to S” x R3. For h < 0, define p : M6(h, 0) ---f E’ by 
,6(x, y) = (x / x j-r, y). p is an imbedding andfi(W(h, 0)) = (P’)-‘[s3 - 3S1]. 
Hence, for h < 0, W(h, 0) is diffeomorphic to (S3 - 39) x R3. This 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that -2h& < l”(d) and suppose w # 0, 
h > 0. Then M6(h, w) is dzyeomorphic to (S3 - 3S1) x R3. 
Proof. Let E = ((u, v) E kg3 x R6 : A(u)w _I- Q>, where D = col(0, 0, w). 
E is the total space of a 3-plane fibre bundle over S3and hence is diffeomorphic 
to S3 x R3. For h > 0, define iy : llP(h, w) --f E by ar(x, y) = (2 j x I-l, y  j ,V I). 
OL is an imbedding since N-~(u, U) = (1 x 1 u, ) x i-In>, where ! x I is the 
unique positive solution to the equation ! u 12 = [2h + 2 j x 1 .el?l(u)] j x jl. 
It is easy to check that the image of (Y is diffeomorphic to (S3 - 3S1) x R3 
(the inequality -2hw? < I’(d) insures that M3(h, UJ) = (Sa - 36)) and 
hence lW(h, w) is diffeomorphic to (S” - 39) >.~ R3. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose that w ,/ 0 and suppose M”(h, DJ) is rfiffeo- 
morphic to (S3 - 39) (inequality &-I I~olds). ! f  ir C 0 then .Il”(lr, (0) is 
Apeomorphic lo (5’” 3s’) ‘i ,YJ. 
Proof. Let u E M3(h, w). \\‘e want to show that r l(u) is a 3-sphere. 
If(x,y)E& (u), then s - hu for some scalar ,\ and the equations h.?(u)>1 R 
j y  i2 --- 2/z f-- 2h- lU(u) must be satisfied. Let l.(h) [y t R” : M(u)y L?). 
1’(A) is a 3-plane in R” and the point y(A) to/\ ‘.-13(u) is the point on this 
plane with smallest norm. Therefore h must satisfy the inequality y(h)i’ 
W2/p < / y ;2 z ‘h 1- 2h ‘U(U). Thus, for each u i- .ZP(h, ~0) the admissible 
h’s must lie in the interval [a(u), /J(U)], where 
a(u) = [( CP(u) L 2/20.~7~~’ - f.(u)] 12 ‘, 
b(u) = -[(I-yu) + 2/R/J”) ” i C,.(u)] k’. 
For each h E (a(u), b(u)), the set of y  E R” satisfying the equations XA(u)y Q, 
and Iyj” = 2h + 2k1U(u) is a 2-sphere (the intersection of Y(h) with the 
5-sphere {I y  I2 = 2h -k 2A lli(u)}). Th ese 2-spheres collapse to a point as h 
approaches a(u) or b(u) and hence we expect that 71 ‘(2~) is a 3-sphere. With 
this motivation we define fi : !lP(h, W) + .lP(lz, W) ic s3 by /~(x,J!) 
(x 1 x i-l, (y - ylL) j y  - y,l m’), where yT1 w 1 I;(U) a-fR(~). p is the desired 
diffeomorphism. The point y,, is the “center” of the 3-sphere of y’s such 
that n(x, y) = U, for some s, /3 I(u, V) =- (YU, .W ! J!,,), where r and .x are 
scalars determined by the equations 
d(ru)(sv + y,,) = Q and ,sv !- y,, 2 2h -+ r ‘U(u). 
This completes the proof. 
It remains to characterize M”(h, W) in the cases, where M3(h, W) is 
diffeomorphic to S3 - 3S - 2T or to 3(T - .‘9). These cases occur only 
when Iz < 0. The following lemma is needed in the first case: 
LEMMA 3.8. If  -2hw’ satisj-es inequality B, then there exists c _ a 0 
such that n-l(X) is diffeomorphic to two copies of S1 x S1 x D”, where 
X’={UE~~: U2(u)+2hwZ~~;. 
Prooj. P(X) = (S E C : V(S) -+ 2hw2 ,< ~1. By choosing E sufficiently 
small we can insure that P(X) IS an annulus in the interior of C if -2hw2 
satisfies inequality B. Thus, in view of Lemma 3.3, X is diffeomorphic to 
two copies of S1 x 9 x [0, 11. Let Y = {U E M3(h, W) : U2(u) + 2hw2 = 0} 
and define 9 : X - Y by projecting X along orbits of grad U. If  u E X - Y, 
then V’(U) is diffeomorphic to S3 as in the previous proposition. As u 
approaches I- along an orbit of the flow generated by grad U these S3’s 
collapse to the point V-l(p(u)). H ence y-‘(y) is diffeomorphic to 04 for each 
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y E Y. Since Y is diffeomorphic to two copies of S x 9 it easily is verified 
that r-l(X) is diffeomorphic to two copies of S x 9 x D*. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If -2hJ satisfies inequality B, then M6(h, w) is 
dijjfeomorphic to the space obtained from (S3 - 3S) x S3 by surgery. The 
surgery consists of removing two copies of T x S3 standardly embedded in 
(9 - 3S) x S3 and replacing them by two copies of aT x D”. 
Proof. Choose E > 0 such that 
r-l(X) = +({u E M3(h, w) : U2(u) + 2hw2 < c}) 
is diffeomorphic to two copies of aT x D4. As in proposition 3.7, one shows 
that &(M3(h, W) - X) is d’ff 1 eomorphic to (S3 - 39 - 2(T - 8T)) x S3, 
and hence, M6(h, w) is diffeomorphic to the space obtained from 
(S3 - 39 - 2(T - aT)) x S3 U 2(8T x D4) by identifying the boundaries 
of these two manifolds with each other. (The boundaries in this case are 
equal to 2(aT x S3).) Thus, M6(h, W) is obtained from (S3 - 3S1) x S3 
by the surgery described in the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. If -22hw2 satisjies inequality C, then l’W(h, w) is 
d$eomorphic to three copies of aT x R4. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.9 and 
is omitted. It is interesting to observe that in this case M3(h, w) has three 
components each diffeomorphic to (T - 9). M2(h, w) also has three 
components which lie in disjoint neighborhoods of the corners of V. Hence, 
the shape of the triangle formed by the three bodies can not vary greatly 
and the same two bodies must remain close to each other relative to the 
third body. The motion can be approximated by considering two 2-body 
problems. 
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